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On Yau’s uniformization conjecture∗

Gang Liu

Let Mn be a complete noncompact Kähler manifold with nonneg-
ative bisectional curvature and maximal volume growth, we prove
that M is biholomorphic to C

n. This confirms the uniformization
conjecture of Yau when M has maximal volume growth.
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1. Introduction

The classical uniformization theorem states that a simply connected Rie-
mann surface is isomorphic to the Riemann sphere CP

1,

the Poincare disk D2 or the complex plane C. A geometric consequence
is that a complete orientable Riemannian surface of positive curvature is
necessarily conformal to CP

1 or C. An orientable Riemannian surface can be
regarded as a Kähler manifold of complex dimension 1. A natural question
is to generalize such result to higher dimensional Kähler manifolds. The
curvature we adopt here is the so-called (holomorphic) bisectional curvature.

Definition 1.1. [32] [54] On a Kähler manifold Mn, we say the bisectional
curvature is greater than or equal to K (BK ≥ K), if

(1.1)
R(X,X, Y, Y )

||X||2||Y ||2 + |〈X,Y 〉|2
≥ K

for any two nonzero vectors X,Y ∈ T 1,0M .

Observe that the equality holds for complex space forms. The bisectional
curvature lower bound condition is weaker than the sectional curvature lower
bound, while stronger than the Ricci curvature lower bound.

So the question above can be refined as the classification of Kähler man-
ifolds with positive bisectional curvature. In the compact case, the famous
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Frankel conjecture, solved by Mori [42] and Siu-Yau [53] independently,
states that a compact Kähler manifold of positive bisectional curvature is
biholomorphic to CP

n (In fact, Mori proved a stronger result). The noncom-
pact analogue was proposed by Yau [57] in 1970s:

Conjecture 1. Let Mn be a complete noncompact Kähler manifold with
positive bisectional curvature. Then M is biholomorphic to Cn.

Conjecture 1 is open so far. However, there has been much important
progress. In earlier works, Mok-Siu-Yau [41] and Mok [40] considered embed-
ding by using holomorphic functions of polynomial growth. Later, with the
Kähler-Ricci flow, results were improved significantly. For example, in [1],
A. Chau and L. F. Tam proved that a complete noncompact Kähler man-
ifold with bounded nonnegative bisectional curvature and maximal volume
growth is biholomorphic to Cn. See also [50][51][11][44][1][2][3][10][25][23][29]
for related works.

In [34]-[38], we introduced a new method to study the conjecture. The
basic strategy is to consider the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of Kähler manifolds
with bisectional curvature lower bound. For instance, in [36], it was proved
that if a complete noncompact Kähler manifold has nonnegative bisectional
curvature and maximal volume growth, then it is biholomorphic to an affine
algebraic variety. In this paper, we shall continue to study the conjecture by
this strategy. The main theorem is the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let Mn be a complete noncompact Kähler manifold with
nonnegative bisectional curvature. Assume M has maximal volume growth,
then M is biholomorphic to Cn. In fact, we can find n polynomial growth
holomorphic functions f1, .., fn which serve as the biholomorphism.

Remark 1.1. Note theorem 1.1 was also proved in a very recent preprint
[30] by M. C. Li and L. F. Tam. The proof is completely different from ours.

Let f be a polynomial growth holomorphic function on M . We define
the degree of f be the infimum of d > 0 so that f ∈ Od(M).

Corollary 1.1. Under the same assumption as above, if f is a nonconstant
polynomial growth holomorphic function on M with minimal degree, then
df �= 0 at any point.

We shall also study the case when the bisectional curvature has a lower
bound.

Theorem 1.2. Let (Mn
i , pi) be a sequence of complete (compact or noncom-

pact) Kähler manifolds with bisectional curvature lower bound −1. Assume
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vol(B(pi, 1)) ≥ v > 0. Suppose (X, p) is the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff limit
of (Mi, pi). Then

• (X, p) is homeomorphic to a normal complex analytic space with sin-
gularity of complex codimension at least 4. In particular, if n ≤ 3, X
is a complex manifold.

• X is homeomorphic to a manifold. If the diameters are uniformly
bounded, X is homeomorphic to Mi for all large i.

Remark 1.2. In the topological sense, the second part is the complex ana-
logue of Perelman’s stability theorem [48][27] for Riemannian manifolds with
sectional curvature lower bound. If the bisectional curvature lower bound is
replaced by two side bounds of Ricci curvature, then X could have singularity
of complex codimension 2. See for example, [15][55].

Remark 1.3. Our original approach to theorem 1.1 is to prove sufficient
regularity for the tangent cone. For instance, by using the the regularity re-
sult of theorem 1.2, we can prove theorem 1.1 for n ≤ 3. It is interesting to
note that the regularity in theorem 1.2 is very closely related with a conjec-
ture of Shokurov ([52], conjecture 2) in algebraic geometry. For instance, if
Shokurov conjecture is true, then the limit space X is complex analytically
smooth. So far, the Shokurov conjecture is only solved for dimension less
than or equal to three (this is responsible for the dimension restriction n ≤ 3
for theorem 1.1). For some details on the Shokurov conjecture, one can refer
to [39]. In the current version, we bypass the difficulty in algebraic geometry
by using a different method.

Now let us explain the basic strategy to theorem 1.1. We follow [36][37]
[15][16] closely. Recall under the same assumption of theorem 1.1, it was
proved in [36] that the manifold is biholomorphic to an affine algebraic va-
riety. How to prove the affine variety is in fact Cn? If n = 2, Ramanujam’s
result says an algebraic surface homeomorphic to R4 is necessarily isomor-
phic to C2. Unfortunately, there is no such criteria in higher dimensions.
Moreover, argument in [36] does not provide information about topology of
the manifold.

Consider a tangent cone V of M at infinity. That is, there exists ri → ∞
so that the sequence (Mi, pi, di) = (M,p, d

ri
) converges to V in the pointed

Gromov-Hausdorff sense. Cheeger-Colding theory asserts that V is a metric
cone. Let r be the distance to the vertex. Then the vector field −r ∂

∂r retracts

V to the vertex. A key new idea in this paper is to solve ∂ equation on
the holomorphic tangent bundle. More precisely, we construct holomorphic
vector fields Zi on B(pi, 1) so that in a natural sense, ReZi converges to
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the −r ∂
∂r . By using some complex analytic techniques, we manage to prove

that the flow generated by ReZi contracts a domain containing B(pi,
1
2)

to a point. Since B(pi,
1
2) exhausts M , we see M is in fact exhausted by

topological balls. Then by Stalling’s result, the manifold is diffeomorphic to
R2n. As we see before, if n = 2, the manifold is biholomorphic to C2.

Recall the domain of Zi exhausts M . However, it seems very difficult to
glue these Zi together. A technical reason is that the unique zero point of
Zi might diverge to infinity.

There are two possible ways to get around this difficulty. One is to prove
that the tangent cone V is complex analytically smooth. Eventually, by
using powerful algebro-geometric tools (Mumford criteria, for example), we
can prove that if n ≤ 3, then V is complex analytically smooth. Then it is
relatively easily to prove that M is biholomorphic to Cn. Unfortunately, the
algebro-geometric method fails for higher dimensions.

Another approach is to construct a nice global holomorphic vector field
on M . This is how we prove theorem 1.1. A key point is to study a linear
space Z consisting of holomorphic vector fields on M so that the action
(derivative) on any polynomial growth holomorphic function preserves the
degree. It turns out that Z has finite dimension. With an argument by
contradiction, we managed to prove that in Z, there exists a global holo-
morphic vector field which contracts M to a point. This gives us the desired
biholomorphism from M to Cn. A detailed analysis also gives “canonical”
holomorphic coordinate on M .

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is some basic preliminary
results. In section 3, we solve the ∂ equation on the holomorphic tangent
bundle. The outcome is a sequence retracting holomorphic vector fields on
exhaustion domains of M . With the preparation in section 3, we present the
proof of theorem 1.1 in section 4. In the last section, we prove theorem 1.2.

2. Preliminaries

For the basic theory of Gromov-Hausdorff convergence, we refer to [18]. See
also preliminaries of [34]-[38].

Hörmander L2 theory: The following result can be found on page 37-38
of [14].

Proposition 2.1. Let (X,ω) be a connected Kähler manifold which is not
necessarily complete. Assume X is Stein. Let (F, h) be a Hermitian holomor-
phic vector bundle over X (h is the metric). Assume the curvature operator
A = [

√
−1ΘF,h,Λ] is positive definite everywhere on Λn,1T ∗

X ⊗ F . Then for
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any form g ∈ L2(M,Λn,1T ∗
X ⊗ F ) satisfying ∂g = 0 and

∫
X〈A−1g, g〉ωn <

+∞, there exists f ∈ L2(X,Λn,0T ∗
X ⊗ F ) such that ∂f = g and

∫
X |f |2ωn ≤∫

X〈A−1g, g〉ωn.

Let (F, h) be a Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle. Let z1, ..., zn be a
local holomorphic chart and e1, .., em be an orthonormal frame of F . Let

(2.1)
√
−1ΘF,h =

∑
j,k,λ,μ

cjkλμdzj ∧ dzk ⊗ e∗λ ⊗ eμ.

By using the metric h, we identify the curvature tensor Θ with a Hermitian
form

(2.2) Θ̃F,h(ξ, v) = cjkλμξjξkvλvμ

on T 1,0X ⊗ F . The next definition appears on page 27-28 of [14].

Definition 2.1. We say (F, h) is
(a) Nakano positive if Θ̃F,h(τ) > 0 for all nonzero tensors τ =

∑
τjλ

∂
∂zj

⊗
eλ ∈ TX ⊗ F .

(b) Griffiths positive if Θ̃F,h(ξ ⊗ v) > 0 for all nonzero decomposable
tensors ξ ⊗ v ∈ TX ⊗ F .

The computation on page 35 of [14] shows that if F is Nakano positive,
then [

√
−1ΘF,h,Λ] is positive on (n, 1) forms with values in F . More explic-

itly, by equation (4.8) on page 35 of [14], we have that if Θ̃F,h(τ) ≥ c|τ |2,
then

(2.3) 〈[
√
−1ΘF,h,Λ]u, u〉 ≥ c|u|2

for any u ∈ Λn,1T ∗
M ⊗ F . We also need the following

Proposition 2.2. For any Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle E, if E is
Griffiths positive, then E ⊗ det(E) is Nakano positive. In fact, if Θ̃E,h(ξ ⊗
v) ≥ c|ξ ⊗ v|2 ≥ 0, then Θ̃E⊗detE,h(τ) ≥ c|τ |2 ≥ 0.

The proof can be found on page 93 of [14]. Notice the proof there also
gives the second statement. More precisely, check the last equation of the
proof which appears on page 95.

Next we introduce a gluing technique:

Definition 2.2. Let χ be a strictly increasing continuous function over R+

and χ(0) = 0. A metric space X is χ-connected if for any two points x1, x2 ∈
X, we can find a curve γ connecting x1, x2 so that the diameter of γ is
bounded by χ(d(x1, x2)).
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We will need the gluing theorem which appears in [27][48]:

Proposition 2.3. [Gluing theorem] Let X be a compact topological manifold

which is also a metric space. Let Uα be a finite open covering of X. Given

a function χ0, there exists δ = δ(X,χ0, {Uα}, ) so that the following holds:

Given a χ0-connected topological manifold X̃ (metric space), an open cover

of X̃ {Ũα}, a δ-Hausdorff approximation ϕ : X → X̃ and a family of home-

omorphisms ϕα: Uα → Ũα, δ-close to ϕ, then there exists a homeomorphism

ϕ : X → X̃, χ(δ)-close to ϕ.

In this paper, we will denote by Φ(u1, ..., uk|....) any nonnegative func-

tions depending on u1, ..., uk and some additional parameters such that when

these parameters are fixed,

lim
uk→0

· · · lim
u1→0

Φ(u1, ..., uk|...) = 0.

Let C(n), C(n, v) be large positive constants depending only on n or n, v;

c(n), c(n, v) be small positive constants depending only on n or n, v. The

values might change from line to line. Let −
∫

be the average of an integral.

3. Construction of retracting holomorphic vector fields

In this section, we shall construct retracting holomorphic vector fields on

geodesic balls which are Gromov-Hausdorff close to metric cones. The argu-

ment is crucial for all the results in this paper.

Proposition 3.1. Give any n ∈ N and v > 0, there exists ε = ε(n, v) > 0

so that the following holds: Let (Mn, p) be a complete Kähler manifold with

nonnegative bisectional curvature. If vol(B(p, 1ε )) ≥ v 1
ε2n and dGH(B(p, 1ε ),

BW (o, 1ε )) < ε for some metric cone (W, o), then there exists a holomorphic

vector field Z on some open set U ⊃ B(p, 1) so that the flow σt gener-

ated by −Z retracts to a point p̃ where d(p, p̃) = Φ(ε|n, v). Furthermore,

σt(B(p, 12)) ⊂ B(p, 1) for all t ≥ 0.

Proof. Assume the proposition is not true. Then there exist some n, v so that

for any i ∈ N, we can find a complete Kähler manifold (Mn
i , pi) which does

not satisfy the proposition. Furthermore, Mi has nonnegative bisectional

curvature and for metric cones (Vi, o
′
i),

(3.1) vol(B(pi, i)) ≥ vi2n, dGH(B(pi, i), BVi
(o′i, i)) <

1

i
.
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By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume (Mi, pi, di) pointed
converges to a metric cone (M∞, p∞, d∞). Let R be a large number depend-
ing only on n, v. The value will be determined later. Let ri be the distance
function to pi. According to Cheeger-Colding theory [4] and claim 5.1 in
[36], for sufficiently large i, we can find smooth functions ui such that

(3.2)

∫
B(pi,4R)

|∇ui −∇1

2
r2i |2 + |∇2ui − gi|2 < Φ(

1

i
|R)

(3.3) |ui −
r2i
2
| < Φ(

1

i
|R)

(3.4) |∇ui| ≤ C(n)ri

on B(pi, 4R). Now define a (1, 0) type vector field Z̃i = ∇ui −
√
−1J∇ui.

Then we have that

(3.5)

∫
B(pi,4R)

|∂Z̃i|2 < Φ(
1

i
|R).

The idea is to perturb Z̃i so that it becomes holomorphic. According to
proposition 5.1 of [36], we can find a smooth function vi on B(pi,

R
2 ) such

that

(3.6) 0 ≤ vi ≤ C(R,n),
√
−1∂∂vi ≥ c(n, v)ωi > 0.

(3.7) min
y∈∂B(pi,

R

20
)
vi(y) > 4 sup

y∈B(pi,ε0
R

20
)

vi(y).

for some ε0(n, v) > 0. Now we fix R = R(n, v) so that Rε0 > 2000. Let Ωi be
the connected component of {y ∈ B(pi,

R
20)|vi(y) < 2 sup

B(pi,
ε0R

20
)

vi} containing

B(pi,
ε0R
20 ). Then Ωi is a Stein manifold containing B(pi, 100). Consider the

metric

(3.8) g′i = e−vigi

on the tangent bundle T 1,0Mi. The curvature of g′i satisfies Θg′
i
= Θgi +√

−1∂∂vi ⊗ Id. Then we find that

(3.9) Θ̃(ξ ⊗ u) = 〈Θg′
i
(ξ ⊗ u), ξ ⊗ u〉 ≥ 1

2
c(n, v)|ξ ⊗ u|2.
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We have used that the bisectional curvature is nonnegative. This implies
that (T 1,0M, g′i) is Griffiths positive.

g′i induces a metric on the anti-canonical line bundle K−1Mi. Take F =

T 1,0
Mi

⊗K−1(Mi). Let the metric h on F be induced by g′i on both the tangent

bundle and K−1Mi. Let the metric h̃ on F be induced by the Kähler metric.
According to (3.6) and (3.8),

(3.10) c(n, v)h̃ ≤ h ≤ C(n, v)h̃

on B(pi,
R
2 ). By proposition 2.2, F is Nakano positive. Therefore (2.3) holds

for (F, h). Write T 1,0(Mi) = Λn,0T ∗Mi ⊗ F . By applying proposition 2.1 to
Stein manifold Ωi and (F, h), we obtain a (1, 0) type vector field Yi satisfying

(3.11) ∂Yi = ∂Z̃i,

(3.12)

∫
Ωi

|Yi|2 ≤
1

c(n, v)

∫
Ωi

|∂Z̃i|2 < Φ(
1

i
).

In (3.12), the norms are induced by the Kähler metric of Mi (we have used
(3.10)). Therefore,

(3.13) Zi = Z̃i − Yi

is a holomorphic vector field. The idea is to study the flow generated by the
real part of −Zi.

For any point q ∈ ∂B(p∞, 1), take a tangent cone (V, o′). Cheeger-
Colding [4] says (V, o′) is a metric cone. According to [4][8], V splits off
R2. Take Mi � qi → q. Given any ε > 0, we may take δ = δ(ε, v) so small
that dGH(B(qi,

1
ε δ), BV (o

′, 1ε δ)) < εδ for all large i. By lemma 6.15 of [4], we
find harmonic functions hi on B(qi, δ) such that

(3.14) |hi(x)− (ri(x)− ri(qi))| ≤ Φ(δ)δ.

Furthermore, lemma 6.25 of [4] says

(3.15) −
∫
B(qi,δ)

|∇hi −∇ri|2 < Φ(δ).

By the argument in [36], we may find a holomorphic function fi in
B(qi, δ) such that

(3.16) |Refi(x)− hi(x)| < Φ(ε)δ, |∇(Refi(x)− hi(x))| ≤ Φ(ε)
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in B(qi,
1
2δ). Given a function w on B(qi, δ), define a norm ||w|| =

(−
∫
B(qi,

1

2
δ) |w|2)

1

2 .

Now by the estimates above, for sufficiently large i, we have
(3.17)

||〈ReZi,∇fi〉 − 1|| ≤ ||〈Re(Zi − Z̃i),∇fi〉||+ ||〈∇ui,∇fi〉 − 1||

≤
Φ(1i )

δn
+ C(n)|||∇ui − ri∇ri|||+ ||〈ri∇ri,∇fi〉 − 1||

≤
Φ(1i )

δn
+ ||ri − 1||+ ||〈ri∇ri,∇fi − (∇ri −

√
−1J∇ri)〉|

≤
Φ(1i )

δn
+ 2δ + 10|||∇Refi −∇ri|||

≤
Φ(1i )

δn
+ 2δ +Φ(ε|n, v) + Φ(δ)

< Φ(ε, δ|n, v).

Note that 〈ReZi,∇fi〉−1 is holomorphic on B(qi, δ). By the mean value
inequality,

(3.18) |〈ReZi,∇fi〉 − 1| ≤ Φ(ε, δ|n, v)

on B(qi,
δ
4). Let σt be the flow generated by −ReZi. Then

(3.19) |dfi(σt(qi))
dt

+ 1| ≤ Φ(ε, δ|n, v)

as long as σt(qi) ∈ B(qi,
δ
4). By applying proposition 6.1 in [36], we find

N = N(n, v), 1
2 > γ1 = γ1(n, v) > 5γ2 = 5γ2(n, v) > 0, holomorphic

functions gji on B(qi, δ) such that the following holds: gji (qi) = 0;

(3.20) δ = min
x∈∂B(qi,

γ1δ

3
)

N∑
j=1

|gji (x)|2 > 2 sup
x∈B(qi,γ2δ)

N∑
j=1

|gji (x)|2.

(3.21)

sup
x∈B(qi,

1

2
γ1δ)

|gji (x)|2

sup
x∈B(qi,

1

3
γ1δ)

|gji (x)|2
≤ C(n, v).

According to three circle theorem in [34], sup
x∈∂B(qi,

γ1
2
δ)

|gji (x)| ≤ C(n, v)δ.
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Thus |dgji | ≤ C(n, v) on B(qi,
5γ1

12 δ). Then for sufficiently large i,

(3.22)

−
∫
B(qi,

5

12
γ1δ)

|〈ReZi, dg
j
i 〉|2 ≤ C(n, v)−

∫
B(qi,

5

12
γ1δ)

|Zi|2

≤ C(n, v) +
Φ(1i )

δ2n
≤ C(n, v).

By similar arguments as above, if σt(qi) ∈ B(qi,
1
3γ1δ),

(3.23) |dg
j
i (σt(qi))

dt
| ≤ C(n, v).

Combining this with (3.20), we find c(n, v) > 0 such that if |t| ≤ c(n, v)δ,

(3.24) σt(qi) ∈ B(qi,
1

3
γ1δ) ⊂ B(qi,

1

4
δ).

Applying (3.19), we find

(3.25) Refi(σc(n,v)δ(qi)) ≤ Refi(qi)− (1− Φ(ε, δ|n, v))c(n, v)δ.

If ε, δ are sufficiently small depending only on n and v, (3.14) and (3.16)

imply

(3.26) ri(σc(n,v)δ(qi)) ≤ ri(qi)−
1

2
c(n, v)δ.

We conclude that

(3.27) σc(n,v)δ(B(pi, 1)) ⊂ B(pi, 1−
1

4
c(n, v)δ).

Also, for any 0 < t < c(n, v)δ, we may require

(3.28) σt(B(pi, 1−
1

4
c(n, v)δ)) ⊂ B(pi, 1−

1

8
c(n, v)δ).

Now fix ε = ε(n, v), δ = δ(n, v) small such that the all inequalities above

hold.

Proposition 3.2. There exists a point oi with di(oi, pi) = Φ(1i ) and

lim
t→∞

σt(B(pi, 1)) = oi. The convergence is uniform on B(pi, 1).
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Proof.

Claim 3.1. σt(B(pi, 1)) ⊂ B(pi, 1− 1
8c(n, v)δ) for all t ≥ c(n, v)δ.

Proof. Indeed, we may write t = kc(n, v)δ + t′ where 0 ≤ t′ < c(n, v)δ and

k is an integer.

(3.29)

σt(B(pi, 1)) = σt′σc(n,v)δ · ·σc(n,v)δ(B(pi, 1))

⊂ σt′(B(pi, 1−
1

4
c(n, v)δ))

⊂ B(pi, 1−
1

8
c(n, v)δ).

Recall B(pi, 2) is contained in the Stein manifold Ωi. Thus, we may

embed B(pi, 2) in some CNi . In particular, we have bounded holomorphic

functions z1, .., zNi
which separate points on B(pi, 1). Consider any sequence

tj → ∞. Then by passing to subsequences if necessary, we may assume

zk(σtj (x)) converges uniformly on B(pi, 1) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ Ni. Note there

is no problem for the uniform convergence close to boundary, according to

claim 3.1. Let Fi(x) = lim
j→∞

σtj (x) for x ∈ B(pi, 1). Then Fi is a holomorphic

map. It is clear that Fi(B(pi, 1)) ⊂ B(pi, 1− 1
16c(n, v)δ).

Claim 3.2. Fi(B(pi, 1)) is a compact subset of B(pi, 1− 1
8c(n)δ).

Proof. It suffices to show that Fi(B(pi, 1)) = Fi(B(pi, 1− 1
16c(n, v)δ)), since

this implies that Fi(B(pi, 1)) = Fi(B(pi, 1− 1
16c(n, v)δ)). For any x ∈

B(pi, 1), Fi(x) = lim
j→∞

σtj (x) = lim
j→∞

σtj−1
(σtj−tj−1

(x)). We may assume

tj − tj−1 > c(n, v)δ for all j. Then σtj−tj−1
(x) ∈ B(pi, 1− 1

8c(n, v)δ). By tak-

ing subsequence if necessary, we may assume that lim
j→∞

σtj−tj−1
(x) = y. Since

the convergence of σtj (x) is uniform on B(pi, 1), lim
j→∞

σtj−1
(σtj−tj−1

(x)) =

Fi(y) ∈ Fi(B(pi, 1− 1
16c(n, v)δ)).

Claim 3.3. Fi(B(pi, 1)) is an analytic set in B(pi, 1− 1
16c(n, v)δ).

Proof. Since Fi(B(pi, 1)) = Fi(B(pi, 1− 1
16c(n, v)δ)), the claim is a direct

consequence of the following proposition, which is the generalization of the

proper mapping theorem:
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Proposition 3.3. [28] Let M and N be connected complex manifolds and

f is a holomorphic map from M to N . Suppose that for any compact set
L ⊂ N , there exists a compact set K ⊂ M with L ∩ f(M) ⊂ f(K), then

f(M) is an analytic set in N .

Remark 3.1. We thank Professor Yum-Tong Siu for pointing this result.

Since B(pi, 1) is connected, Fi(B(pi, 1)) is a connected compact analytic
set which is contained in a Stein manifold. Thus it must be a point. Let us

say Fi(B(pi, 1)) = oi. That is, σtj converges uniformly to oi on B(pi, 1). Pick

an arbitrary sequence t′j → ∞. By passing to subsequence if necessary, we
may assume that t′j > 2tj for all j. Then lim

j→∞
σt′j (x) = lim

j→∞
σtj (σt′j−tj (x)) =

oi. This proves that lim
t→∞

σt(B(pi, 1)) = oi and the convergence is uniform.

Finally, given any ρ > 0, by using the same argument as before, we can prove

that for sufficiently large i, Fi(B(pi, ρ)) ⊂ B(pi, ρ). Thus oi ∈ B(pi, ρ) for
sufficiently large i. This implies di(oi, pi) = Φ(1i ). The proof of proposition

3.2 is complete.

From the argument above, we see that (Mi, pi) satisfies proposition 3.1

for large i. This is a contradiction. The proof of proposition 3.1 is complete.

By using the argument in [37] and a rescaling, we obtain the following

result.

Corollary 3.1. Give any n ∈ N and v > 0, there exist ε = ε(n, v) > 0, δ =

δ(n, v) > 0 so that the following holds: Let (Mn, p) be a complete Kähler

manifold with BK ≥ −ε. If vol(B(p, 1)) ≥ v and dGH(B(p, 1), BW (o, 1)) < ε
for some metric cone (W, o), then there exists a holomorphic vector field Z

on some open set U ⊃ B(p, 2δ) so that the flow σt generated by −Z retracts
to a point p̃ where d(p, p̃) = Φ(ε|n, v)δ. Furthermore, σt(B(p, δ)) ⊂ B(p, 2δ)

for all t ≥ 0.

The next result is suggested by Nan Li. This should be compared with
a result in [19][20]. See for example, page 206 and 212 of [20].

Corollary 3.2. (Uniform contractibility) Let Mn be a compact Kähler man-
ifold with BK ≥ −1 and V ol(M) ≥ v, diam(M) ≤ d. Then there exists

r0 = r0(n, v, d) > 0, C = C(n, v, d) so that for any r < r0, p ∈ M , B(p, r)

is contractible in B(p, Cr).
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Proof. The manifold is noncollapsed uniformly. According to Cheeger-
Colding [4] and volume comparison theorem, given any δ′ > 0, ε′ > 0, we
can find N = N(δ′, ε′, n, v, d), r0 = r0(δ

′, ε′, n, v, d) so that for any r < r0,
there exists some integerm between 1 andN and dGH(B(p, r

δ′m )\B(p, r
δ′m−1 ),

BV (o,
r

δ′m )\BV (o,
r

δ′m−1 )) < ε′ r
δ′m , where (V, o) is a metric cone. This im-

plies that dGH(B(p, r
δ′m ), BV (o,

r
δ′m )) < (ε′ + 100δ′) r

δ′m . Define (M ′, g′, p′) =

(M, ( δ
′m

r )2g, p). Thus

(3.30) dGH(B(p′, 1), BV (o, 1)) < ε′ + 100δ′

(3.31) BK(M ′) ≥ − r2

δ′2m
,

(3.32) V ol(B(p′, 1)) > c(n, v, d) > 0.

Let δ = δ(n, v, d) be the constant in corollary 3.1 (we have to use the vol-
ume lower bound as in (3.32)). Now fix ε′ = ε′(n, v, d), δ′ = δ′(n, v, d) <
δ(n, v, d) be sufficiently small so that the right hand side of (3.30) is suffi-
ciently small. Then fix r0 be sufficiently small so that the right hand side
of (3.31) is sufficiently small. We may assume the condition of corollary
3.1 is satisfied. Therefore, B(p′, δ) is contractible in B(p′, 2δ). In particular,
B(p, r) ⊂ B(p, δ r

δ′m ) is contractible in B(p, r
δ′m ) ⊂ B(p, r

δ′N ). This concludes
the proof of corollary 3.2.

Let (Mn
i , pi) be a sequence of complete Kähler manifolds withBK(Mi) ≥

−1, vol(B(pi, 1)) ≥ v > 0. Assume (M i, pi) converges in the pointed Gromov-
Hausdorff sense to a metric space (X, p). Let q be a point on X and let (V, o)
be a tangent cone at q. Take a sequence ri → 0 such that the rescaled met-
rics (M ′

i , q
′
i) = (Mi, qi,

gi
r2i
) → (V, o) in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff sense.

By corollary 3.1, for sufficiently large i, we can define a holomorphic vector
field Zi on B(q′i, 100). By shifting q′i a little bit, we may assume the flow
generated by −ReZi converges to q′i.

Proposition 3.4. Let σi
t be the flow generated by −ReZi, ρt be the flow on

(V, o) generated by −rV
∂

∂rV
where rV is the distance to o. Then σi

t converges
to ρt uniformly. More precisely, if yi ∈ B(q′i, 100) and yi → y ∈ V , then
σi
t(yi) → ρt(y) for any t > 0.

Proof. We need two lemmas.
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Lemma 3.1. Let x be a regular point (in metric sense) around o ∈ V . Take
a sequence M ′

i � xi → x. Then σi
t(xi) converges to ρt(x).

Proof. For simplicity, we assume d(x, o) = 1. The general case easily follows
from a rescaling argument. Let C be a large constant, to be determined.
Take a small geodesic ball B(x,Cr) such that we have a holomorphic chart
U = (z1, ..., zn). According to lemma 7.1 in [37], if C is large enough, we also
have holomorphic charts Ui = (zi1, ..., z

i
n) around B(xi, r) and zij → zj . In

view of (3.22), by passing to subsequence if necessary, we may assume the
holomorphic vector field Zi converges to a holomorphic vector field Z on U .
Then σi

t converges on B(xi,
r
10) to a holomorphic map σt for |t| small.

Claim 3.4. For any sequence tk → 0, lim
k→∞

zj(σtk
(x))−zj(ρtk

(x))
tk

= 0.

Proof. We first blow up x ∈ V . Then (Vk, x
′′
k, d̃k) = (V, x, d

tk
) → (R2n, 0). Let

Φk be the Gromov-Hausdorff approximation from (M ′
k, q

′
k) to (V, o). Below

we shall pass to subsequence of M ′
k which is still denoted by M ′

k. That is
to say, for each k, M ′

k is arbitrarily close to V as we want. Let us say Φk is
a tk-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation from BNk

(x′k,
1
tk
) to B(x′′k,

1
tk
), where

(Nk, x
′
k, d

′
k) = (M ′

k, xk,
dk

tk
). As before, consider the holomorphic coordinates

(wk
1 , ..., w

k
n) around x′k satisfying wk

s (x
′
k) = 0, (wk

1 , ..., w
k
n) is a Φ( 1k )-Gromov-

Hausdorff approximation to the Euclidean ball B(0, 100). We may further
assume that wk

1 = fk as constructed in (3.16). We may regard Zk as a holo-
morphic vector field on Nk. Define Z ′

k = tkZk. Let σ
′
t be the flow generated

by −ReZ ′
k on (Nk, x

′
k). We have

(3.33) −
∫
B(x′

k,100)
|〈dwk

i , dw
k
j 〉 − 2δij |2 < Φ(

1

k
).

As d(x, o) = 1, by using the same argument as in (3.17),

(3.34) |〈ReZ ′
k, dw

k
i 〉 − δi1| < Φ(

1

k
).

Therefore

(3.35) |wk
i (σ

′
1(x

′
k)) + δi1| < Φ(

1

k
).

On the other hand, we may require that for any z ∈ B(x′k, 2),

(3.36) |Rewk
1(z)−

dM ′
k
(q′k, z)

tk
+

d(o, x)

tk
| < Φ(

1

k
).
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By definition of ρt,

(3.37) |wk
i (ρtk(x)) + δi1| < Φ(

1

k
),

where ρtk(x) is a preimage of ρtk(x) on Nk under Φk. We have

(3.38) |wk
i (σ

′
1(x

′
k))− wk

i (ρtk(x))| < Φ(
1

k
).

The gradient estimate says |dzkj | ≤ C on B(xk,
r
10), where C is independent

of k, j. By Cauchy estimate, | ∂z
k
j

∂wk
s
| ≤ Ctk. Then

(3.39) |zkj (σ′
1(x

′
k))− zkj (ρtk(x))| < tkΦ(

1

k
).

If M ′
k is sufficiently close to V , we can ensure that

(3.40)
zkj (σ

′
1(x

′
k))− zj(σtk(x))

tk
= Φ(

1

k
),
zkj (ρtk(x))− zj(ρtk(x))

tk
= Φ(

1

k
).

(3.39) and (3.40) give the proof of claim 3.4.

Observe that the argument in claim 3.4 works for any regular point.

Since ρt(x) are all regular points for t > 0, dρt(x)
dt = (−ReZ)(ρt(x)) for all

t. By definition, dσt(y)
dt = (−ReZ)(σt(y)) for all t, y. Then by the uniqueness

of the integral curve generated by −ReZ, we find σt(x) = ρt(x) for all small
t > 0. This completes the proof of lemma 3.1.

Corollary 3.3. Let fi be a sequence of holomorphic functions on B(q′i, 10)
so that fi → f∞ uniformly on each compact set. Then (−ReZi)(fi) →
(−rV

∂
∂rV

)f∞ uniformly on B(q′i, 2).

Proof. Claim 3.4 says we have the convergence on the regular points on the
limit space. Note that |(−ReZi)(fi)| has uniform L2 bounds on B(q′i, 5), as
Zi has uniform L2 bound. Mean value inequality gives uniform bounds for
|(−ReZi)(fi)|. Hence its gradient bound is bounded. As regular points are
dense on limit space, we complete the proof.

Lemma 3.2. Let yi ∈ M ′
i , y ∈ V and yi → y. Then there exist N > 0, r >

0, r′ > 0 which are independent of i such that for all sufficiently large i, the
following holds:
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1. there exist a sequence of holomorphic embeddings Fi: B(y, r′) → CN ,
F : B(y, r′) → CN .

2. Fi → F , if we compose with the Gromov-Hausdorff approximation.
Thus, the image of B(yi, r

′) converges to the image of B(y, r′) in the Haus-
dorff topology of CN .

3. Fi(yi) = F (y) = 0 ∈ CN .

4. B(yi, r) ⊂ F−1
i (BCN (0, 1)) ⊂⊂ B(yi, r

′) and B(y, r) ⊂ F−1(BCN (0,
1)) ⊂⊂ B(y, r′).

Proof. According to the main theorem in [37], (V, o) is a normal complex
analytic space. Thus for some small a, b > 0 and some large C > 0, we
may holomorphically embed B(y, Ca) in some (CN ′

, 0) by map F ′ (Ca
is still small). Say F ′(y) = 0 ∈ CN ′

. Also we may assume B(y, 2b) ⊂
F ′−1(B(0, 1)) ⊂⊂ B(y, a). Let the coordinates on CN ′

be z1, ..., zN ′ . Ac-
cording to lemma 7.1 in [37], we may find holomorphic functions zi1, ..., z

i
N ′

on B(yi, 2a) so that zis → zs for all s. By shrinking a if necessary, we may
assume for each B(yi, 2a), there exists a holomorphic flow σi

t retracting to
y

′′

i . Consider the local holomorphic coordinates Ui = (wi
1, ..., w

i
n) near y

′′

i

with wi
j(y

′′

i ) = 0 for all j. By scaling, we may assume |wi
j | ≤ 1

2i for all i, j.
Note that the size of Ui could go to zero. For each i, there exists large ti
so that σi

ti(B(yi, 2a)) ⊂ Ui. We can pull the coordinate back to B(yi, 2a)
via σi

ti . Say the new coordinate on B(yi, 2a) is still denoted by (wi
1, .., w

i
n).

Take r = b, r′ = 2a, N = N ′ + n. One can verify that the holomorphic
maps Fi = (zi1, ..., z

i
N ′ , wi

1, .., w
i
n) and F = (z1, ..., zN ′ , 0, 0, 0, .., 0) satisfy the

lemma.

Let z1, .., zN be coordinates of CN . We identify B(y, r) and B(yi, r) with
their images in CN . By (3.24), for each t small, σi

t is bounded. Thus zj(σ
i
t) is

uniformly bounded for j = 1, ..., N . We can extract a subsequence such that
zj(σ

i
t) all converge uniformly on B(yi, r). Lemma 3.2 says that σi

t(B(yi, r))
converges uniformly. Notice y is arbitrary. Since regular points are dense, by
lemma 3.1, we conclude the proof of proposition 3.4.

4. Proof of theorem 1.1

In this section, let us assume (M,p) is a complete noncompact Kähler man-
ifold with nonnegative bisectional curvature and maximal volume growth.
Define (Mi, pi, gi) = (M,p, g

r2i
) where ri → ∞. Cheeger-Colding theory says

(Mi, pi) is getting closer and closer to metric cones. We may apply proposi-
tion 3.1 to (Mi, pi). Let us say the holomorphic vector field is Zi and the flow
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σt generated by −ReZi converges to oi. Since Mi is smooth Kähler mani-
fold, at each point oi, we may take a holomorphic chart on B(oi, ρi) which is
also diffeomorphic to an Euclidean ball. We may assume lim

i→∞
ρi = 0. When

t is sufficiently large, σt(B(pi, 1)) ⊂ B(oi, ρi). This proves that B(pi, 1) is
biholomorphic to a domain in Cn.

Claim 4.1. There exists some open set B(pi,
1
2) ⊂ U ⊂ B(pi,

3
4) such that

U is diffeomorphic to R2n.

Proof. Now we consider the inverse flow σ−t. The hope is that for some
large t, σ−t(B(oi, ρi)) would be the desired open set. However, in general, this
might not be true. The problem is that some point might touch the boundary
much earlier than other points. To overcome this difficulty, we cut off the
holomorphic vector field ReZi. More precisely, let f(u) be a smooth function
with f(u) = 1 for 0 ≤ u ≤ 1

2 ; 0 < f(u) ≤ 1 for 1
2 ≤ u < 3

4 ; f(u) = 0 for
u ≥ 3

4 . Let σ
′
−t be the flow generated by ReZi(x)f(ri(x)) (ri is the distance

to pi). Then σ′
−t is not holomorphic, but it induces diffeomorphism. Since

di(pi, oi) = Φ(1i ) and ρi → 0,B(oi, ρi) ⊂ B(pi,
1
10) for large i. Then σ′

−t exists
for all t > 0 on B(oi, ρi) and σ′

−t(B(oi, ρi)) ⊂ B(pi,
3
4) for all t > 0. Each

orbit of σ′
−t belongs to an orbit of σ−t. According to the uniform convergence

of σt, there exists some T > 0 such that if t > T , σ′
−t(∂B(oi, ρi))∩B(pi,

5
8) =

∅. Let U = σ′
−2T (B(oi, ρi)). Then U satisfies the claim.

We may pull the open set U back to the original manifold M . We obtain
an exhaustion of M by Euclidean balls. According to a theorem of Stallings,
M is homeomorphic to R2n. If n �= 2, then M is diffeomorphic to R2n.
According to [36], M is biholomorphic to an affine algebraic variety. If n = 2,
by a theorem of Ramanujam, M is biholomorphic to C2.

Next we move to general dimension. Let Od(M) denote polynomial
growth holomorphic functions onM with degree bounded by d. LetOP (M)=
∪d>0 Od(M).

Assume the blow down sequence (Mi, pi, di) = (M,p, d
ri
) → (M∞, p∞,

d∞) in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense. Here ri is a sequence increasing to
infinity.

Proposition 4.1. For any d > 0, dim(Od(M)) = dim(Od(M∞)).

Proof. The proof is in fact contained in [36][35]. We only give a sketch. First
we prove dim(Od(M)) ≤ dim(Od(M∞)). Define an inner product 〈f, g〉 =
−
∫
B(pi,1)

fg on Od(M). Apply the three circle theorem and pass to limit for
these functions. This concludes the proof of the first inequality. For details,
see lemma 2 of [35].
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For the reverse inequality, define a norm on Od(M∞) by 〈f, g〉 =
−
∫
B(p∞,1) fg. Also define a norm on Od(M) by 〈u, v〉 = −

∫
B(p,1) uv. Let f1, .., fs

be a basis of Od(M∞). For sufficiently large i, we may lift fj(1 ≤ j ≤ s)
to B(pi, 1), say f i

j . It is clear that f
i
j are linearly independent. We can find

constants cijk so that Fik =
∑
j
cijkf

i
j satisfies

∫
B(p,1) FikFil = δkl. We look

at the quotient

(4.1)

sup
B(p,

ri
2
)

|Fik|

sup
B(p,

ri
3
)

|Fik|
=

sup
B(pi,

1

2
)

|Fik|

sup
B(pi,

1

3
)

|Fik|
=

sup
B(p,

ri
2
)

|
∑
j
cijkf

i
j |

sup
B(p,

ri
3
)

|
∑
j
cijkf

i
j |
.

By dividing by the supremum of cijk (fix i, k), we may assume that the
maximal coefficient in the last part of (4.1) is equal to 1. As f i

j are linearly
independent, by a compactness argument, we find that for sufficiently large
i, (4.1) is bounded by d + ε for any ε > 0. Let i → ∞ and apply the three
circle theorem, the functions Fik converge to linearly independent functions
on Od(M).

By choosing a large D, we may assume OD(M) embeds M to CN−1 and
OD(M∞) embeds M∞ to CN−1. Here N = dim(OD(M)) = dim(OD(M∞)).
That is, we ignore the constant function in the holomorphic embedding.

Let us apply some argument in [16]. By dimension estimate for Od(M),
we can find a strictly increasing sequence d1, d2, d3,... so that for any d
satisfying ds ≤ d < ds+1, Ods

(M) = Od(M) �= Ods+1
(M). Let us choose

fs,l ∈ Ods
(M)(l = 1, 2, .., ls) so that they form a basis of Ods

(M)/Ods−1
(M)

as quotient of vector spaces. Set Ws =span{fs,1, .., fs,ls}. Let f i
s,l be an

orthonormal basis of Ws, with respect to the L2 integration on B(pi, 1).
After taking subsequences, we may assume f i

s,l → f∞
s,l uniformly on each

compact set of M∞.

Claim 4.2. f∞
s,l is homogeneous of degree ds.

Proof. First, f∞
s,l ∈ Ods

(M∞) by three circle theorem. Second, for any ε >
0, there exists R > 0 depending on ε so that for any function u ∈ Ws,

N(R, u) =
sup

B(p,2R)

|u|

sup
B(p,R)

|u| ≥ 2ds − ε. To prove this, write u = c
∑

alfs,l where

sup |al| = 1. We may assume c = 1 by scaling. By definition of Ws, for each
u, we can find Ru so that N(Ru, u) ≥ 2ds − ε

2 . By continuity, if v =
∑

blfs,l
and |al − bl| is sufficiently small, N(Ru, v) ≥ 2ds − ε. Three circle theorem
implies that N(r, u) is monotonic increasing. Now the second point follows
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from the compactness of CPls−1 (we are thinking the coefficients lives in

CP
ls−1). We can apply the argument of proposition 5 in [38] to complete the

proof of the claim.

Let Z be the vector space of holomorphic vector fields X on M so that

X(Od(M)) ⊂ Od(M) for all d. This means for any f ∈ Od(M), the derivative

X(f) ∈ Od(M). Finite generation of OP (M) and linear algebra imply that

Z has finite dimension. Similarly, let Z∞ be the vector space of holomorphic
vector fields Y on M∞ so that Y (Od(M∞)) ⊂ Od(M∞) for all d.

Let f1, .., fN be a basis for OD(M). Assume {f i
1, .., f

i
N} is a new basis

so that the functions are orthonormal with respect to the L2 integration on

B(pi, 1). Let X1, ..., Xk be a basis of Z. We can find new basis Xi
1, ..., X

i
k

so that they are orthnormal with respect to the Hermitian inner product

defined by 〈Xa, Xb〉i = −
∫
B(pi,1)

N∑
j=1

〈Xa(f
i
j), Xb(f

i
j)〉. We can similarly de-

fine a Hermitian inner product on Z∞ by 〈Ya, Y b〉∞ = −
∫
B(p∞,1)

N∑
j=1

〈Ya(f∞
j ),

Yb(f
∞
j )〉. Here f∞

j is the limit of f i
j . By proposition 4.1, they form a basis

of OD(M∞). Also, by the choice of D, these functions embed M∞ in CN−1.

Definition 4.1. Let R > 0. Let Xi be a holomorphic vector field on B(pi,

2R). We say Xi converges to X∞ on B(p∞, R), if for any d > 0, any
fi ∈ Od(Mi) with fi → f∞ on B(p∞, 2R), Xi(fi) → X∞(f∞) uniformly on

B(p∞, R).

We assert that after taking subsequence, Xi
1, .., X

i
k converge to X∞

1 , X∞
2 ,

..., X∞
k on M∞. Moreover, X∞

j (Od(M∞)) ⊂ Od(M∞) for all d. To see this,

assume gi ∈ Od(Mi), gi → g∞ uniformly on each compact set of M∞.
Take a complex analytic regular point q ∈ M∞. Then we can find a subset

{as|1 ≤ s ≤ n} ⊂ {1, .., N} so that f∞
a1
, ..., f∞

an
form a local holomorphic

chart near q. For sufficiently large i, we may find qi ∈ Mi and qi → q so

that f i
a1
, ..., f i

an
form a local holomorphic chart near qi and the charts have

uniform size independent of i. Around qi, we can write gi = gi(f
i
a1
, ..., f i

an
).

By standard Cauchy estimates, around qi, we find uniform bounds forXi
j(gi).

As X i
j(gi) ∈ Od(Mi), we can apply three circle theorem to find uniform

bound of X i
j(gi) on any compact set. Arzela-Ascoli argument proves the

assertion.

Corollary 3.3 states −ReZi → −r ∂
∂r (recall Zi was defined in (3.13)).

It is clear from the definition that the Hermitian inner product 〈·, ·〉i on Z

converges to the inner product 〈·, ·〉∞ on Z∞. That is, X∞
1 , X∞

2 , ..., X∞
k are
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orthogonal unit vectors on Z∞. Note we do not assert that X∞
1 , X∞

2 , ..., X∞
k

form a basis of Z∞. A priori, dim(Z∞) could be strictly greater than dim(Z).
The following claim is crucial. The argument is in the same spirit as

claim 6.1 of [36].

Claim 4.3. The complexification of −r ∂
∂r is in the span of X∞

1 , ..., X∞
k .

Proof. It is clear that the complexification of −r ∂
∂r ∈ Z∞. Assume the

claim is not true. After orthogonalization via 〈·, ·〉i, we can find a basis
X i

1, .., X
i
k, X

i
k+1 of span of X1, .., Xk, Zi so that X i

j → X∞
j for all j =

1, .., k + 1. Here we may require Xi
j(1 ≤ j ≤ k) be the same as defined

above the claim. We further require that X∞
1 , .., X∞

k+1 be linearly indepen-
dent.

We can also diagonalize the span of X1, ..., Xk, Zi on B(p, 1). This is
just given by the L2 integration on B(p, 1). Say the new basis is given by

Zi
1, .., Z

i
k+1 and Zi

j =
k+1∑
s=1

aijsX
i
s. We assert that by taking subsequence,

Zi
1, ..., Z

i
k+1 converge uniformly, as holomorphic vectors on each compact

set of M , to holomorphic vector fields in Z. If this is proved, we have a
contradiction with that dim(Z) = k.

To prove the assertion, let f ∈ Od(M). Let sij =
max

B(pi,2)
|Zi

j(f)|

max
B(pi,1)

|Zi
j(f)|

=

max
B(pi,2)

|(
∑

aijsXi
s)(fi)|

max
B(pi,1)

|(
∑

aijsXi
s)(fi)|

. Here fi = cif where ci is a constant so that the L2

norm of fi is 1 on B(pi, 1). Assume fi → f∞. We can also find a constant c′i
so that bijs = c′iaijs satisfy max

s
|bijs| = 1. Say bijs → b∞js.

Case 1:

If
∑

b∞jsX
∞
s (f∞) �= 0, sij ≤ 2d+ε for all sufficiently large i. Three circle

theorem implies that Zi
j(f) converges to a function in Od(M).

Case 2:

If
∑

b∞jsX
∞
s (f∞) = 0, then for some large e, we can find gi ∈ We so that∫

B(p,1) |gi|2 = 1. Furthermore, we can require that after normalization of gi
on B(pi, 1), ĝi → g∞ on B(p∞, 1) and

∑
b∞jsX

∞
s (g∞) �= 0. Here ĝi = higi

for constants hi. Also
∫
B(pi,1)

|ĝi|2 = 1. By using the argument in case 1,

after passing to subsequence, we may assume gi → g ∈ We, Z
i
j(gi) → uj ∈

Ode
(M), Zi

j(gif) → vj ∈ Od+de
(M). Now Zi

j(f) =
Zi

j(fgi)−Zi
j(gi)f

gi
→ vj−fuj

g .
Note the convergence is uniform on each compact set. There is no problem
near the zero of gi or g (just apply the Cauchy estimate).
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Lemma 4.1. μj =
vj−fuj

g ∈ Od(M).

Proof. Observe the numerator has order d+de. We need the following result
in [40].

Proposition 4.2 (Mok). Let f, g be polynomial growth holomorphic func-
tions on a complete Kähler manifold M with Ric ≥ 0. Suppose h = f

g is
holomorphic, then h is of polynomial growth.

Proof. Let us say f(p), g(p) �= 0. Set F1(x) = log |f(x)|2 +
∫
B(p,R)GR(x,

y)Δ log |f(y)|2, F2(x) = log |g(x)|2 +
∫
B(p,R)GR(x, y)Δ log |g(y)|2.

Lemma 4.2. For large R and i = 1, 2, on B(p, R2 ), −C logR ≤ Fi(x) ≤
C logR.

Proof. It is clear that Fi(x) is harmonic on B(p,R). Now maximum prin-
ciple says that Fi(x) ≤ C logR on B(p,R). Let Hi = C logR − Fi ≥ 0.
Then gradient estimate implies that on B(p, 34R), |∇ logHi| ≤ C1

R . Observe
Hi(p) ≤ C logR. Then the harnack inequality implies that Hi ≤ C2 logR on
B(p, R2 ). This completes the proof of the claim.

It is clear that on B(p, R2 ), log |h(x)|2 ≤ F1(x) − F2(x) ≤ C logR (C is
independent of R). The proof of the proposition is complete.

We come back to the proof of the lemma. Let us assume a is the smallest

number so that μj ∈ Oa(M). Then three circle theorem says lim
r→∞

M(μj ,2r)
M(μj ,r)

=

2a where M(μj , r) = sup
B(p,r)

|μj |. Assume the lemma is not true. Then a > d.

As g ∈ We, we can apply claim 4.2. After normalizing the functions μj and
g on B(pi, 1) and taking limits, we find their product of the limits, converges
to a homogeneous function of degree a+de onM∞. However, this contradicts
that vj − fuj ∈ Od+de

.
We conclude that Zi

j(f) converges to a holomorphic function of degree

d, for any f ∈ Od(M). This implies that Zi
j converges to an element in Z.

The assertion is proved.

The proof of claim 4.3 is complete.

Recall OD(M) embeds M in CN−1. By applying claim 4.2, we can find
basis f j

i of OD(M) so that they are almost orthonormal on B(pi, 1) and the
limits are all homogeneous. Let us take for granted that fN

i = 1 (this is the
constant function in OD(M)). Given claim 4.3, we can find Xi ∈ Z so that
Xi converges to the complexification of −r ∂

∂r on any compact set of M∞.

In particular, Xi(f
j
i ) → 2(−r ∂

∂r )f
j
∞ = −2d(f j

∞)f j
∞. In the last equality, we
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have used that f j
∞ are homogeneous. By using the basis f j

i of OD(M), we
find the action of Xi on OD(M) is given by

(4.2) Xi(Pi) = Ai
Pi + Ci,

where Pi is the column vector (f1
i , .., f

N−1
i )T , Ci is a constant (N − 1) × 1

vector. Ai is a constant (N − 1) × (N − 1) matrix (depending on i) which
satisfies that all real parts of diagonal elements are less than or equal to −1

2
(recall that the degree of a nonzero homogeneous holomorphic function on
M∞ is at least 1), also the off diagonal elements are very small. In particular,
the real part of each eigenvalue of the matrix is strictly negative. Let us fix
a sufficiently large i0. Set X = Xi0 ∈ Z.

Claim 4.4. X is an integrable vector field on M . Moreover, X retracts M
to a point.

Proof. This is just linear algebra. Indeed, the action ofX onM could be seen
from (4.2). We extend the vector field in the natural way to CN−1 which we
still call X. Since the real part of each eigenvalue is strictly negative, the flow
σt generated by X must retract CN−1 to a point, say o. Then o ∈ M .

Now from a result in [49], we see that M is biholomorphic to Cn. Below
we shall analyze the coordinates of M in more details. Let us consider the
Poincare-Dulac normal coordinate [26]. The result (page 1190 of [26]) says
that we can find a local holomorphic chart U = U(z1, ..., zn) near o (the
unique fixed point) so that U is the unit ball in Cn (measured in Euclidean

coordinate (z1, ..., zn)) and X = −
n∑

j=1
(λjzj + gj(z))

∂
∂zj

, where

• 0 < Reλ1 ≤ Reλ2 ≤ · · · ≤ Reλn

• g1 ≡ 0
• For every j ∈ {2, ..., n}, gj(z) is a polynomial of z1, .., zj−1 only, van-

ishing at the origin. If the identity λj =
j−1∑
k=1

mkλk holds for some

nonnegative integers mk, then the condition gj(e
λ1tz1, ..., e

λj−1tzj−1) =

eλjtgj(z1, ..., zj−1). If λj =
j−1∑
k=1

mkλk never hold for nonnegative inte-

gers mk, gj = 0.

On M ′ = Cn, we can define a holomorphic vector X̂ = −
n∑

j=1
(λjzj +

gj(z))
∂
∂zj

, where gj is the same polynomial as in X. By ode, one can prove
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that X̂ is integrable. Let σ̂t(z) be the flow generated by X̂ on Cn. Then one
can verify that σ̂t is a retracting holomorphic vector field on M ′ with the
origin as the unique fixed point.

U is an open set of M . Let us identify it with the unit ball in M ′ = Cn.
Define a map F : M ′ = Cn → M as follows: Given any z ∈ M ′ = Cn, we
can find sufficiently large t so that σ̂t(z) is contained in the unit ball. Then
define F (z) = lim

t→+∞
σ−t(σ̂t(z)). Since the vector field X̂ on the unit ball of

M ′ is the same as X in Cn, we obtain that F (z) is well defined (independent
of the value of t, as t is sufficiently large). It is clear that F is holomorphic
and invertible: F−1(y) = lim

t→+∞
σ̂−t(σt(y)).

Now let us check that these coordinate functions z1, ..., zn are of polyno-
mial growth on M . We use induction on the degree of Reλs. Assume zs are
all of polynomial growth for Reλs ≤ h. Let h1 > h be so that there exists
some j with Reλj = h1 while there is no Reλj between h and h1. Assume
for j = j1, .., j1 + k − 1, zj satisfy Reλj = h1.

Let O′
D(M) be the subset of OD(M) which vanish at o (recall this is the

unique fixed point of the flow generated by X). Then X(O′
D(M)) ⊂ O′

D(M).
Let f1, .., fN−1 be the basis of the Jordan form for the action ofX onO′

D(M).
We claim that each fs is a polynomial of z1, .., zn. Given a monomial zi11 ···zinn ,
define the weight w as λ1i1 + · · ·+ λnin. Since Reλs > 0, given any c ∈ R,
there are at most finitely many monomials (up to a factor) so that the real
part of w is no greater than c. Note the action of X on monomials preserves
the weight. Let Vw be the span of monomials with weight w. Then each Vw

is finite dimensional.

Assume fs (generalized eigenvector) corresponds to eigenvalue λ. By
Taylor expansion at o and Cayley-Hamilton theorem, we see fs ∈ Vλ. In par-
ticular, fs is a polynomial of z1, .., zn. Since f1, .., fN−1 gives the embedding
of M in CN−1, we can always find fl1 , ..., flk so that det(∂fls∂zj

)|j=j1,...,j1+k−1
s=1,..,k �=

0 at 0. In particular, these fls must satisfy that the real part of the eigenvalue
is equal to h1. According to induction, there exists an invertible k×k matrix
A so that fls =

∑
j Asjzj +Bs, where each Bs has polynomial growth. Thus

zj has polynomial growth. The induction is completed.

As any function in OD(M) is a polynomial of z1, .., zn, we see that
OP (M) is generated by n polynomial growth holomorphic functions z1, .., zn.
We can say in this way, M is isomorphic to Cn. Thus theorem 1.1 is proved.

Now we give a “canonical” global coordinate on M . For any m ∈ N, pick
a maximal linearly independent vectors fm,1, .., fm,km

of Odm
(M) so that no

element in the span is given by polynomials of Odm−1
(M). Then the first n

functions {f1,1, ..., f1,k1
, f2,1, ...} form a global coordinate system on M . The
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proof uses that the eigenvalues λj are close to the degrees of holomorphic
functions in OD(M). Basically we can show that z1, .., zn are polynomials of
these functions.

Finally, notice that corollary 1.1 follows, since f with minimal degree
can serve as one of the global coordinate functions on M .

5. Proof of theorem 1.2

Proof. Let us adopt the assumptions in theorem 1.2. According to the main
theorem in [37], X is homeomorphic to an irreducible normal complex ana-
lytic space. Take q ∈ X and a tangent cone V at q. Let ε be a very small num-
ber. Then there exists r > 0 such that dGH(BX(q, 100r), BV (o, 100r)) < εr.
We may assume r is sufficiently small. First we give a separate proof for
the case when n = 2, since the argument is more instructive. Then as X is
normal with dimension 2, the possible singularities are all isolated. Without
loss of generality, assume q is an analytic singular point and a small punc-
tured ball B(q, 100r)\{q} is analytically smooth. Take a closed curve γ in
the small punctured ball B(q, r)\{q}. We may assume that there exists some
ε1 > 0 so that γ ⊂ B(q, r)\B(q, ε1r).

Lemma 5.1. γ is contractible in B(q, 10r)\{q}, if ε is small enough.

Proof. Consider Mi � qi → q in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense. Then accord-
ing to the argument in [37], we may assume that the Gromov-Hausdorff
convergence is in fact smooth in the complex analytic sense (not necessar-
ily in metric sense) from B(qi, 50r)\B(qi,

1
100ε1r) to B(q, 50r)\B(q, 1

100ε1r).
In particular, there exists a diffeomorphism from γ ⊂ B(q, r)\B(q, ε1r) to
U ⊂⊂ B(qi, 50r)\B(qi,

1
100ε1r). We may life the curve γ to U . It suffices to

prove the image of γ is contractible on U . This can be done by using the
same argument as in claim 4.1. Basically we prove that the image of γ lies
between two topological balls. The details are omitted.

Now we apply Mumford criteria [43] to obtain that q is in fact a smooth
point for the normal variety X. Thus X is complex analytically smooth. Let
z1, z2 be a holomorphic chart around q ∈ X. According to lemma 7.1 in [37],
we may find holomorphic functions zi1, z

i
2 on fixed size neighborhood of qi

with zi1 → z1, z
i
2 → z2. By using a degree argument, one can verify that

zi1, z
i
2 form a holomorphic chart on some fixed size neighborhood of qi. The

stability for dimension 2 follows from a standard gluing argument.

Next we consider the general n dimensional case.
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From proposition 3.4, we see −rV
∂

∂rV
is a holomorphic vector field on

V . Given any holomorphic function f around o ∈ V , we may write f as an

infinite sum of homogeneous harmonic functions (basically we just do the

spectral decomposition on the cross section). We claim that each homoge-

neous function appeared must be holomorphic. For instance, to show the

lowest degree harmonic function (say degree a) is holomorphic, one verifies

that it is the limit of f(σt(x))e
at as t → +∞. By subtracting the first func-

tion, one can show the remaining homogeneous harmonic functions are all

holomorphic.

Let z1, ..., zN ′ be holomorphic functions on V which give a local holo-

morphic embedding near o. Let us say zs(o) = 0 for all s. Now we use

some argument in [16]. Consider the restriction of z1, ..., zN ′ on V . We write

zs =
∑

zαs where zαs are all homogeneous holomorphic functions as in the

last paragraph. Then we extend each zαs to a holomorphic function on B(0, 1)

of CN . We may require that the sum is still equal to zs on B(0, 12), since

there is a bounded extension of holomorphic functions. See for example,

corollary 4 on page 157 of [21]. Then for each s, we can find some zαs so

that det(∂z
α
s

∂zs
) �= 0 at 0. According to the implicit function theorem, these

zαs form a local holomorphic chart in a small neighborhood of 0 in CN .

Thus we obtain a global holomorphic embedding from V to CN ′
by these

zαs . For notational convenience, we still denote the homogeneous coordinates

by zs. Consider the integral ring R generated by functions zs on V . By us-

ing the three circle theorem in [34], we can prove the dimension estimate

dim(Od(V )) ≤ Cdn as in the smooth case. Here Od(V ) denotes polynomial

growth holomorphic functions with degree bounded by d. By a dimension

counting argument, we see that the affine algebraic variety defined by R

has dimension n. Then we can verify that V is biholomorphic to the affine

algebraic variety defined by R. Since the argument is very similar to section

7 in [36], we skip the details.

We may find C > 0 so that (z1, .., zN ′)−1BCN (0, 10) ⊂⊂ B(o, C). More-

over, (z1, .., zN ′) is a holomorphic embedding on B(o, 2C). Next we lift

these zs to M ′
i , say zis → zs uniformly on B(q′i, C). We add coordinate

functions wi
k(k = 1, .., n) as introduced in the proof of lemma 3.2. Set

N = N ′+n. Then we can define embeddings Fi → F as (zi1, .., z
i
N ′ , wi

1, ..., w
i
n)

and (z1, .., zN ′ , 0, 0, .., 0). We identify V and B(q′i, C) ⊂ M ′
i with their image

in CN . Let (z1, .., zN ) be the coordinate on CN . Define a holomorphic vector

field Y on CN by Y = −
∑

j αjzj
∂
∂zj

where αj ≥ 0 is the degree of zj . For

j > N ′, we set αj = 0. Then ReY coincides with the vector field −rV
∂

∂rV
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on V . Observe on the intersection of the unit sphere in CN and V ,

(5.1) ReY (
∑

|zj |2) < 0.

Note also that αj ≥ 1 if zj is not zero. Otherwise, there exists some homo-
geneous function which is of sublinear growth. Then by gradient estimate,
it must be constant, hence, identically zero. Since −ReZi(zj) (holomorphic)
is uniformly convergent to −ReY (zj) on B(o, C2 ), we have for sufficiently
large i,

(5.2) −ReZi(
∑

|zj |2) < − 1

10

on the intersection of the unit sphere in CN and M ′
i . We have used αj ≥ 1.

Proposition 5.1. Given any n ∈ N, v > 0, there exist ε = ε(n, v) > 0, δ =
δ(n, v) > 0 so that the following holds: let (Mn, p) be a complete Kähler
manifold with bisectional curvature lower bound −ε3. Assume vol(B(p, 1ε )) ≥
v
ε2n > 0 and B(p, 1ε ) is ε-Gromov-Hausdorff close to a geodesic ball centered
at the vertex of (R2k, 0) × (Y, o). Here (Y, o) is a metric cone. Then there
exists an open set U and a map F satisfying B(p, δ) ⊂ U ⊂ B(p, 1), F : Dk×
Z → U is a biholomorphism. Here Dk is a polydisk in Ck and Z is a complex
manifold. Finally, for any two points y1, y2 ∈ B(p, δ) ∩ F ((0, 0, .., 0) × Z),
there exists a curve l ⊂ B(p, g(δ)) ∩ F ((0, 0, .., 0) × Z) connecting y1, y2.
Here g is a continuous increasing function on R depending only on n, v and
g(0) = 0. Also, g(δ) < 1

10 .

Proof. We will assume ε is as small as we want. Eventually we see its value
depends only on n, v. By proposition 2.1 and similar arguments in sec-
tion 3, we find holomorphic functions z1, .., zk and holomorphic vector fields
X1, .., Xk on B(p, 1) (Xs is obtained by perturbing the gradient of the har-
monic functions) such that (z1, .., zk) almost gives the splitting of the factor
R2k. Also,

(5.3) |Xi(zj)− δij | < Φ(ε|n, v).

Let us assume zs(p) = 0 for all s. Now we use induction. When k = 0,
the conclusion is trivial. Assume the proposition is true for k = m − 1 and
Um−1 = Dm−1 × Zm−1 where Zm−1 is given by the zeros of z1, ..., zm−1.
We shall prove it k = m. Let εm−1, δm−1 be the corresponding constants in
proposition 5.1 for k = m− 1.
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Claim 5.1. There exist holomorphic functions c1, ..., cm−1, cm with |ci|(1 ≤

i ≤ m − 1) and |1 − cm| very small such that if Wm = cmXm −
m−1∑
i=1

ciXi,

then Wm(zj) = δjm.

Proof. Just use linear algebra, in view of (5.3).

The claim says Wm is a holomorphic vector field on Zm−1. Define Zm be

the zeros of z1, ..., zm. Then Zm is smooth by claim 5.1. Let σt be the flow on

Zm−1 generated by Wm for t ∈ C. Define a holomorphic map σ : Zm ×Δm

(Δm = {t ∈ C||t| < γ}) to Zm−1 as σ(x, t) = σt(x). Here γ = γ(n, v) is

small, to be determined.

Claim 5.2. If γ is small, σ defines a biholomorphic map onto its image

which contains B(p, δm) ∩ Zm−1 for some δm = δm(n, v) > 0.

Proof. By using the same argument as in section 3, we see that if γ = γ(v, n)

is small and x ∈ Zm ∩ B(p, 1
10), σ(t, x) ∈ B(x, 1

10) for |t| < γ. By claim 5.1,

zj(σ(x, t)) = tδjm. Therefore σ(x, t) is injective for x ∈ Zm∩B(p, 1
10), |t| < γ.

If δm small and y ∈ B(p, δm) ∩ Zm−1, σ(y,−zm(y)) ∈ Zm.

Let y1, y2 ∈ B(p, δm) ∩ Zm. We may assume δm < δm−1. By induction

hypothesis, there exists a curve l ⊂ B(p, gm−1(δm))∩Zm−1 connecting y1, y2.

Here gm−1 is a continuous increasing function with gm−1(0) = 0. If δm =

δm(n, v) is small enough, we can project l to Zm via σ. The image lies in

B(p, gm(δm)) for some continuous increasing function gm depending only on

n, v. Of course, we may assume gm(δm) < 1
10 . The last assertion is verified.

The proof of proposition 5.1 is complete.

Remark 5.1. In the proposition above, we have identified Dk = Δ1 ×Δ2 ×
· ·×Δk where Δk is defined right above claim 5.2. Let us endow Dk with the

product metric on the right hand side. Let the distance on Zm be induced

by the distance on M . Then by a limiting argument, we can prove that the

biholomorphic map F is a Φ(ε|n, v)-Gromov-Hausdorff approximation.

Proposition 5.2. Let (Mn
i , pi) be a sequence of pointed Kähler manifolds

converging to X = Ck × (V, o) in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense, where (V, o)

is a metric cone. Assume the bisectional curvature of Mn
i has lower bound

−Φ(1i ) and vol(B(pi, r)) ≥ cr2n for any 0 < r < Ri, where c is a positive

constant and Ri → ∞. Then V is homeomorphic to an irreducible normal

complex analytic variety.
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Proof. By applying proposition 5.1 to Mi, we construct holomorphic vector
fields W i

j (1 ≤ j ≤ k) and holomorphic functions zis so that W i
j (z

i
s) = δjs.

Let σij(t) be the biholomorphisms induced by W i
j . Then after passing to

subsequences, σij(t) → σj(t) which induces biholomorphism on the limit
space. Also zis → zs. Now set Σ be the zero set of z1, .., zk. We should regard
Σ as a closed subscheme induced by the ideal generated by z1, .., zk. Since
X is irreducible, by using projections as in the last part of the proof of
proposition 5.1, we see that the regular points of Σ are connected. By claim
5.1, we see Σ is reduced. Therefore Σ is integral. We can also verify that X
is isomorphic to Σ× Ck as a complex space. Since X is normal, Σ must be
normal. Also X is isometric to Σ×Ck (the metric on Σ is induced from X),
since the coordinate functions z1, ..., zk are Euclidean splitting factors.

Proposition 5.3. In proposition 5.2, if k ≥ n − 3, then X is in fact a
complex manifold.

Proof. If k = n or n− 1, the conclusion follows from sec 6 of [37]. Let Zi be
the holomorphic vector field in (3.13). By shifting pi a little bit if necessary,
we may assume that the flow generated by −ReZi converges to pi.

Hypothesis : V is complex analytically smooth away from o.
We first assume the hypothesis above. According to the analysis right

above proposition 5.1, we find local embeddings of (Mi, pi) and X in CN .
We have assumed all coordinate functions are homogeneous on X. Also
the embedding maps pi to the origin of CN . Furthermore, Mi (local part
containing pi) converges to X in the Hausdorff topology in CN . Now we use
the same notations as in proposition 5.2. Since the holomorphic functions zis
converge to zs, the Hausdorff limit of Zi

k is contained in Σ. Here Zi
k is the

common zeroes of zi1, .., z
i
k. For simplicity, we may assume zs(1 ≤ s ≤ k) are

contained in the coordinate functions of CN (if not, we just add them to the
coordinate. Notice that these zs are homogeneous of degree 1 on X). On the
other hand, given any point on Σ, we first find a point on Mi which is very
close to that point. Then by using the flow introduced in proposition 5.1,
one can find a nearby point so that the holomorphic functions zis all vanish.
This proves that Zi

k converges to Σ in the Hausdorff sense. One also verifies
that the limit of Zi

k has multiplicity 1 by claim 5.1. We identify V and Σ.
Now pick a point p ∈ Σ\0. By the hypothesis above, p is a regular point
on Σ. Let A be the intersection of Σ and the unit sphere of CN . Observe
that Σ is invariant under the flow generated by the real holomorphic vector
field −r∇r (r is the distance to the vertex (0, o) ∈ X = Ck × V ). According
to (5.1), A is transverse to the −r∇r on Σ. Therefore, A is smooth. Let
Ai be the intersection of the unit sphere in CN and Zi

k for large i. Then
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Ai is diffeomorphic to A for large A, since A is compact and smooth. A
and Ai admit natural contact structure induced by the Levi form. For this
part, please refer to section 1 and section 2 of [39]. Due to the stability of
contact structure (theorem 2.2 in [39]), A is in fact contactomorphic to Ai

for sufficiently large i.
Let W i

j be the holomorphic vector field so that W i
j (z

i
s) = δjs. The

argument is the same as in claim 5.1. Define a holomorphic vector field

Hi = Zi −
k∑

j=1
cijW

i
j . Here cij are holomorphic functions so that Hi is tan-

gential to Zi
k.

Claim 5.3. lim
i→∞

〈Zi, dz
i
s〉 = 0 for 1 ≤ s ≤ k on Ai.

Proof. Observe 〈Zi, dz
i
s〉 is holomorphic. If i → ∞, by passing to sub-

sequence, we have uniform convergence on Ai. Notice in the limit case,
〈r ∂

∂r , dzs〉 = 0 on A. This concludes the proof.

Claim 5.3 implies that cij are small functions on Ai. Combining this
with (5.2), we find −ReHi(

∑
|zj |2) < 0 on Ai. On Zi

k, let Φ
i
t be the biholo-

morphism generated by −ReHi. Notice that the open set on Zi
k bounded by

Ai is connected: given any two points a, b there, connect them by a shortest
geodesic L on Mi. We can project L to Zi

k by using the flow σ as in propo-
sition 5.1. Say the image of L is L′. Notice L′ is contained in a uniformly
bounded set of Zi

k. For any R > 0, if i is large, by using the same argument as
above, we may assume that−ReHi(

∑
|zj |2) < 0 on (BE(0, R)\BE(0, 1))∩Zi

k

(E is the Euclidean metric on CN ). Thus for large t, Φi
t(L

′) is contained in
the domain bounded by Ai on Zi

k. This proves the connectness. Then by
the same argument as in proposition 3.2, the flow Φi

t converges to a point.
According to our assumption in the beginning of proposition 5.3, the flow
generated by −ReZi converges to pi which is 0 ∈ CN . Thus Zi vanishes at
0. Therefore, cij all vanish at 0. This implies that Φi

t is retracting to 0. Now

we freeze i for a moment. Let Bi =
dΦi

t

dt |t=0 on T0Z
i
k. By Schwarz lemma, the

real part of the eigenvalues of Bi are all negative. Consider a coordinate U
given by (z̃1, ..., z̃n−k) around 0 of Zi

k. We may assume that Bi has the Jor-
dan normal form. In particular, Bi is an upper triangular matrix. Then the
real part of entries of the main diagonal are all negative. By rescaling each z̃j
by some positive factors, we may assume that the absolute values of entries
off the main diagonal are all very small. We still denote the new coordinate
system by (z̃1, ..., z̃n−k). Now for any z ∈ U , define Q(z, z) =

∑
|z̃j(z)|2. For

very small ε > 0, define D = {z ∈ U |Q(z, z) = ε} which is contactomorphic
to the standard sphere S2(n−k)−1.
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Lemma 5.2. For any z ∈ D, dQ(Φi
t(z),Φ

i
t(z))

dt |t=0 < 0. Therefore, −ReHi is
pointing inside the sphere D transversely.

Proof. According to the assumptions of Bi, for any z ∈ Cn−k (we consider
z as a column vector), zTBT

i z + zTBiz < −δ|z|2 for some δ > 0. Note that
near the origin, by using the coordinate (z̃1, ..., z̃n−k), we have the vector
field Hi(z) = −2Biz + O(|z|2). The factor −2 comes from the assumption
that Φi

t is generated by −ReHi. Therefore

(5.4)
dQ(Φi

t(z),Φ
i
t(z))

dt
|t=0 = zTBT

i z + zTBiz + o(|z|2) < 0.

Recall that ReHi is transverse to Ai and inside the domain bounded by
Ai on Zi

k, ReHi is nonvanishing except at 0. According to lemma 5.2, Ai

and A are diffeomorphic to S2(n−k)−1.

Claim 5.4. The hypothesis is satisfied for k = n− 2.

Proof. For any point a ∈ Σ\{0}, take a tangent cone W at a. Then W splits
off R2n−2. Then we apply the result for k = n − 1 to see that W is in fact
smooth. We can pull the holomorphic chart back to a small neighborhood
of a. By a degree argument, we verify that this is a holomorphic chart
around a.

If k = n − 2, from the Mumford criteria [43], we see that Σ is in fact
smooth. This concludes the proof for k = n− 2. For k = n− 3, we can use
the same argument as in claim 5.4 to show that the hypothesis is satisfied.

The following result is elementary. However, since we cannot find it in a
reference, let us present a proof.

Proposition 5.4. Let V1, V2 be strictly pseudoconvex domains in Cn with
smooth boundary. Assume the closure of V2 is contained in V1. Let X be
a real holomorphic vector field (X induces biholomorphism) defined in a
neighborhood of V1 which points inward the boundary of V1 and the boundary
of V2. Assume X has only one zero point p inside V2 and the flow generated
by X is retracting to p on V1. Then the boundary of V1 is contactomorphic
to the boundary of V2.

Proof. For notational convenience, we simplify plurisubharmonic function as
psh function. It suffices to construct a strictly psh function f without critical
point such that the boundary of V1 and boundary of V2 are all regular level
sets.
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Let G(t) be the flow generated by X. By using G(t), we can biholo-
morphically push V1 and V2 sufficiently close to the attraction point p. So
without loss of generality, we may assume there exists some t0 < 0 such that
G(−t0)(V2) is well-defined and the closure of V1 is contained in G(−t0)V2.
Let S1 be the boundary of V1, S2 be the boundary of V2. Consider the
sets G(−t)(S2) for 0 ≤ t ≤ t0. Then it is clear that they are all strictly
pseudoconvex. On G(−t0)B\V2, we can find a smooth function g1 satisfying

• g1 = 0 on S2.
• g1 is constant on the sets G(−t)(S2) for each t.
• g1 is strictly decreasing along the vector field X.

We can find an increasing convex function u so that u(g1) is strictly psh.
Set f1 = u(g1). Similarly, we can construct a strictly psh function f2 which
satisfies

• f2 is constant on sets G(t)(S1) for each t ≥ 0.
• f2 is strictly greater than the maximum of f1 on S1.
• f2 is strictly less than f1 on S2.
• f2 is strictly decreasing along X.

More precisely, there exists δ > 0 so that G(δ)(V1) contains the closure of V2.
Define a function g2 which is constant on sets G(t)(S1) for each t ≥ 0 and g2
is strictly decreasing along X. Then we find an increasing convex function v
so that v(g2) is strictly psh. By subtracting a large number, we may assume
v(g2) < −100 for all t > δ. Now let w be an increasing smooth convex
function satisfying that w(y) = y for y ≤ v(g2(G(δ)(S1))); w is increasing
sufficiently fast so that w(v(g2(G( δ2)S1))) > sup f1 on V1. Set f2 = w(v(g2)).
Then f2 satisfies the conditions above. Now let f be the max of f1 and f2. We
can mollify the function f so that it is strictly psh and has no critical point,
since the derivatives of f1, f2 along X are all strictly negative. For this part,
check corollary 3.20 of [13]. This concludes the proof of proposition 5.4.

We can apply proposition 5.4 to Ai and D which are introduced above
lemma 5.2. As D is contactomorphic to the standard sphere, Ai and A are
all contactomorphic to the standard sphere. We need the following result of
Mclean:

Proposition 5.5. [39] Let V be a normal variety of dimension 3 with iso-
lated singularity p. Assume the link of V is contactomorphic to the standard
sphere S5, then p is a smooth point.

We just apply Mclean’s theorem for the case k = n− 3. This concludes
the proof of proposition 5.3.
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Remark 5.2. Corollary 1.4 of [39] states that if the so called Shokurov con-

jecture in algebraic geometry (we skip the statement) is true, then proposition

5.5 holds for any dimension. As a consequence, if the Shokurov conjecture

is true, X is a complex manifold, i.e., no singularity appears.

Now we consider the setting as in theorem 1.2. Pick a point q in the limit

space X. If a tangent cone splits off R2k where k ≥ n− 3, then according to

proposition 5.3, the tangent cone is complex analytically smooth. By lifting

the holomorphic chart to Mi as in claim 5.4, we find that q is a complex

analytically smooth point on X. According to the dimension estimate of

singular set in Cheeger-Colding [5], metric singularities whose tangent cones

do not split R2n−6 have Hausdorff dimension at most 2n − 8. Since the

distance function induced by holomorphic coordinates are bounded by the

metric (each coordinate function has locally bounded gradient), we find that

the complex analytic singularity of X has complex codimension at least 4.

This concludes the first part of theorem 1.2.

For the second part of theorem 1.2, we use a similar argument as in

Perelman’s proof of the stability theorem [48][28].

Proposition 5.6. Given any n ∈ N, v > 0, there exist ε = ε(n, v) >

0, δ = δ(n, v) > 0 so that the following holds. Let (Mi, pi) be a sequence

of pointed Kähler manifolds converging to (X, p) in the Gromov-Hausdorff

sense. Assume the bisectional curvature of Mi is bounded from below by −ε3

and vol(B(pi,
1
ε )) ≥

v
ε2n . Assume that B(p, 1ε ) is ε-Gromov-Hausdorff close

to BV (o,
1
ε ), where (V, o) is a metric cone isometric to R2k ×W . Then there

exists an open set B(p, δ) ⊂ U ⊂ B(p, 1) so that U is biholomorphic to a

product Dk × Z where Z is an irreducible normal complex analytic space.

Proof. The proof is almost the same as in proposition 5.2. We skip the

argument here.

The following is a local stability result.

Proposition 5.7. Under the same assumptions of proposition 5.6, there

exists γ = γ(n, v) > 0 so that we can find a homeomorphism Φi from an

open set B(pi, γ) ⊂ Ui ⊂ B(pi, 1) to B(p, γ) ⊂ U ⊂ B(p, 1) respecting the

holomorphic factor Dk. Also Φi is a Φ(ε)-Hausdorff approximation of subsets

in CN , if we consider the embeddings as in lemma 3.2 (the conical structure

of V in lemma 3.2 is not essential). Thus X is a topological manifold.
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Proof. We use reverse induction. If k = n, then the conclusion follows from
proposition 5.3. Assume the proposition is proved for k ≥ j + 1. We need
to prove it for k ≥ j. Let εj+1, δj+1 be the constants in proposition 5.7 and
proposition 5.6 corresponding to k ≥ j + 1.

Just assume k = j. By Gromov compactness, we can find small a =
a(n, v) > 0 so that B(pi, a) and B(p, a) are all embedded in CN . LetHi, z

i
s, zs

be defined as in proposition 5.3 (recall zis, zs are defined in the beginning. Hi

is defined right above claim 5.3). Since X is not necessarily a metric cone,
zs are not necessarily homogeneous. However, by a compactness argument,
if ε is small, we may assume that they are almost homogeneous in the sense
that |Z(zs)−αszs| < ρ. Here ρ is an arbitrarily prescribed small number, Z
is the limit of the holomorphic vector field Zi.

Let Zi
j be zeros of zi1, ..., z

i
j , Σ be the zeros of z1, .., zj . Let us assume

Hi converges to a holomorphic vector field H on Σ. Let E be the Euclidean
distance function on CN . We may assume that (z1, .., zN )−1

i (BE(0, λ)) ⊂⊂
B(pi,

a
2 ), where λ depends only on n, v. Let Si = ∂BE(pi, λ) ∩ Zi

j , S =
∂BE(p, λ) ∩ Σ. Now we fix the value λ = λ(n, v).

Pick a point q ∈ S. Consider points Si � qi → q. If ε is sufficiently
small, we can find δ1j , δ

2
j depending only on n, v so that for some δ2j <

δ0j < δ1j , B(q,
δ0j
εj+1

) and B(qi,
δ0j
εj+1

) are εj+1δ
0
j -Gromov-Hausdorff close to a

geodesic ball in a metric cone which splits off R2j+2. By proposition 5.1
and proposition 5.6, we find some open set B(qi, δj+1δ

0
j ) ⊂ Ui ⊂ B(qi, δ

0
j )

(B(q, δj+1δ
0
j ) ⊂ U ⊂ B(q, δ0j )) so that Ui (U) is biholomorphic to Dj+1 × Ẑi

(Ẑ). Say the coordinate on Dj+1 is given by (zi1, .., z
i
j , w

i) ((z1, .., zj , w)).

Furthermore, zi1(qi) = · · · = zij(qi) = wi(qi) = 0 (z1(q) = · · · = zj(q) =

w(q) = 0), where wi (w) come from the splitting along gradient of distance
to pi (p), roughly speaking. We may assume that zis → zs, w

i → w.
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a homeomorphism Φi from Ui

to U respecting the holomorphic factor Dj+1. Write the coordinate function
wi = xi +

√
−1yi (w = x +

√
−1y). By a compactness argument, we find

some c = c(n, v) > 0 so that if ε is small enough depending only on n, v,

(5.5) −ReHi(dE(·, 0)) < −c < 0,−ReHi(xi) < −c < 0

on Si for all large i. Let Gi be the subset of Ui which is given by the common
zeros of zi1, .., z

i
j , xi. We can project Gi and Φi(Gi) to Si and S by the flow

generated by ReHi and ReH. From (5.5), we see that the projections are
all local homeomorphisms. Therefore, we have a homeomorphism from local
parts of Si to S. This implies that S is a topological manifold. Moreover, by
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simple ode argument, one can verify that this is a Hausdorff approximation.
Furthermore, if we have two points which are close to each other on Si,
then we can connect them by the shortest geodesic on Mi with small length.
Therefore, the diameter is small. We project the curve to Si by using the
flow generated by Hi. By ode argument, we see that the projected curve
still has small diameter. This implies that there exists a function ξ as in
definition 2.2 so that Si are all ξ-connected for all sufficiently large i. Thus
S is also ξ-connected.

By applying the gluing theorem (proposition 2.3), we have a homeo-
morphism from Si to S which is also a Hausdorff approximation. By using
the flow generated by −ReHi and −ReH, we can extend this as a home-
omorphism for domains bounded by Si and S on Zi

j and Σ. This is still a

Hausdorff approximation. The product with Dj becomes a homeomorphism.
Recall holomorphic vector field Wm in claim 5.1 is used to construct the
biholomorphism in proposition 5.1. Since these holomorphic vector fields
have a convergence subsequence, so this is a Hausdorff approximation. This
completes the induction.

Applying proposition 2.3 again, we can glue local homeomorphisms to a
global homeomorphism if X is compact. The proof of theorem 1.2 is com-
plete.
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